
  

 

  

Drexan’s HotTape®  
One of the safest ways to trace heat a pipe with built-in ground fault protection. 

Drexan HeatTracer HotTape is designed to prevent pipes 
from freezing in nonhazardous areas, can maintain 
temperatures up to 150°F/65°C and can withstand 
temperatures up to 185°F/85°C. HotTape is ideal for light 
industrial installations.  

HotTape is suitable for metallic and non-metallic pipes and 
is certified to all applicable CSA (CUS) standards for use 
throughout North America, as well as ATEX for global 
applications.  

Drexan’s HotTape can be wrapped around a pipe in a spiral 
fashion or straight along a pipe. It may be overlapped on 
itself without fear of overheat and burn-out. It can operate 
safely without the use of any thermostat or controller 
although one may be used if desired. 

Freeze protect your waterlines in commercial, residential or light industrial applications. 

PIPE DIAMETER 

(INCHES) 

AMBIENT 
TEMP 

CABLE SELECTION BASED ON 1 INCH FIBERGLASS INSULATION 

PIPE LENGTHS IN FEET 

˚F ˚C 5 10 15 25 50 75 100 

2½ -20 -29 HT8-5FT HT8-10FT HT8-15FT HT8-25FT HT8-50FT HT8-75FT HT8-100FT 

3 -20 -29 HT8-5FT HT8-10FT HT8-15FT HT8-25FT HT8-50FT HT8-75FT HT8-100FT 

4 -20 -29 HT8-5FT HT8-10FT HT8-15FT HT8-25FT HT8-50FT HT8-75FT HT8-100FT 

6 -20 -29 HT8-5FT HT8-10FT HT8-15FT HT8-25FT HT8-50FT HT8-75FT HT8-100FT 

 When selecting the above cables by pipe length it may be necessary to use a cable longer than your pipe. 
Example: For 20 ft. pipe; use 25 ft. cable. 

 Smaller Pipe Diameters than those in table above can use ½” Fiberglass Insulation or equivalent 
 Any excess cable can be doubled back onto pipe. 
 Cable is to be fastened to pipe with glass fiber adhesive-backed tape wrapped around the heater and pipe at 

1-foot intervals. 

               Caution: Do not use metal pipe straps 

FOR PRICE & PURCHASE CONTACT DREXAN AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTORS  

IN CANADA    IN UNITED STATES    

AXIS INC.                                                                        LAPP TANNEHILL 

ECS ELECTRICAL CABLE SUPPLY LTD.   Q.E.D. 

GUILLEVIN INTERNATIONAL COMPANY  

PROVINCIAL CONTROLS 

SPEC. LIMITED 

TORBRAM ELECTRIC SUPPLY 

Now a safe way to trace heat a 

pipe! 

 
Just plug it in! 

No thermostat required! 
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